
 

 

 

Oxford, UK, May 2016 

 

Introducing the largest and most comprehensive interactive 

resource on Modernism 

“a  multidisciplinary, multimedia-rich resource for both academics and students, 

offering a comprehensive and fully cross -referenced overview of the field of 

modernism”  

 

Launching 9th May 2016 The Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism 

(REM) is an unparalleled interdisciplinary resource for the study of 

Modernism.  

Take a tour of the site to discover further the wealth of materials on 

offer with this resource. 

 

An accessible and intuitive online platform, REM brings together a 

wealth of interdisciplinary content about the Modernist period, 

and is the ideal starting point for any research in modernism.  

With over 1,000 articles from experts in the field, supported by 

over 100 images, REM is a vital tool for students and researchers. 

The content is fully cross-referenced, allowing for greater 

discoverability between fields, and covers eight key subject areas: Literature, Architecture, Visual 

Arts, Music, Dance, Theatre, Film, and Intellectual Currents. Researchers can browse by subject, 

movement, or place in order to discover connections between key topics and fields. 

The Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism is ever expanding, and will be regularly updated with 

new content sourced by our team of expert Subject Editors, led by General Editor Associate 

Professor Stephen Ross (President of the Modernist Studies Association). 

 

Examples of Overview articles from REM 

 

• Abstract Expressionism  

• Cubism 

• Dance 

• Intellectual Currents  

• Modernism in The Middle East and the Arab World 

 

 

– ENDS – 

PRESS RELEASE  

For immediate release  

https://www.rem.routledge.com/?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/take-a-tour?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/articles/overview/abstract-expressionism?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/articles/overview/cubism?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/articles/overview/dance-subject-overview?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/articles/overview/intellectual-currents-subject-overview?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch
https://www.rem.routledge.com/articles/overview/accommodating-an-unexpected-guest?utm_source=publicity&utm_medium=wire&utm_campaign=SBU4_kale_3rf_9pr_1lit_dpp16_stan16_X_REM%20Launch


 

 

NOTES FOR EDITORS  

For more information, or to request a free trial, please contact: 

(Global) Emma Hinde, Associate Marketing Manager, Routledge  

Tel: +44 (0) 207 017 3778| Email: Emma.Hinde@tandf.co.uk 

 

When referencing the product, please include: Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism, 

published by Routledge (Taylor & Francis Group).  

 

*Learn more about Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism  

at: https://www.rem.routledge.com/  

 

Follow us on Twitter @tandfnewsroom and @routledgelit 

 

----------------------------------------- 

About Taylor & Francis Group 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and 

libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of 

scholarly journals, books, ebooks and reference works our content spans all areas of 

Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences, Science, and Technology and 

Medicine. 

 

From our network of offices in Oxford, New York, Philadelphia, Boca Raton, Boston, 

Melbourne, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, Stockholm, New Delhi and Johannesburg, Taylor & 

Francis staff provide local expertise and support to our editors, societies and authors and 

tailored, efficient customer service to our library colleagues  
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